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Abstract—A blockchain-based smart farming technology provides the agricultural data to the farmers and other users
associated with smart farming on a single integrated platform.
Moreover, persistence and auditability of stored data in blocks
into the blockchain provide the confidence of using the correct
data when needed later and adds transparency, anonymity and
traceability at the same time. To fulfill such a goal, in this paper,
we design a new smart contract-based blockchain-envisioned
authenticated key agreement mechanism in a smart farming environment. The device-to-device (D2D) authentication phase and
device-to-gateway (D2G) authentication phase support mutual
authentication and key agreement between two Internet of Things
(IoT) enabled devices and between an IoT device and the gateway
node in the network, respectively. The blocks are created by the
edge servers on the authenticated data of IoT devices received
from the gateway nodes and then sent to the cloud server. The
smart contract-based consensus mechanism allows verification
and addition of the formed blocks by a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) cloud
servers network. The security of the proposed scheme is done
through formal and informal security analysis, and also using the
formal security verification tool. A detailed comparative study
reveals that the proposed scheme offers superior security and
more functionality features as compared to existing competing
authentication protocols. Finally, the blockchain based simulation
has been conducted to measure computational time for a varied
number of mined blocks and also a varied number of transactions
per block.

agriculture in India and South East Asia stating that 80% of
the farms have seen declining sales. Studies by Gregorioa et
al. [5] conclude that the agricultural production has reduced
by 17.03 million tons in gross volume in Southeast Asia
due to reduced agricultural farm labor during the COVID-19
pandemic affecting 100.77 million individuals. Unprecedented
natural disaster incidents such as the locust attack of 2020 in
north India [6], [7] where food sufficient for 35,000 people
was destroyed by a swarm of 80,000 locusts everyday, and
the flooding of Brahmaputra river in Assam [8], [9] can lead
to acute nation-wide food crisis. The lockdown and stoppage
of exports during the COVID-19 crisis have lead to an excess
of agricultural products with farmers. This forces them to
sell their products at a very low minimum support price. In
India, three new agriculture bills [10], [11], [12] approved in
September 2020 promote privatization of agriculture market
such that farmers will be allowed to directly sign contracts
with private firms to trade their produce. Such privatization
requires an automated system to track the data on produce
and trade on top of a smart system that senses and sends
accurate field data directly to the concerned stakeholders [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17].

Index Terms—Smart farming, Internet of Things (IoT), authentication, key agreement, blockchain, security.

A. Motivation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Agricultural industry is a significant contributor to the
economic growth of any country. The escalating demand for
food and its sustenance direct the need for smart farming.
The recent multitude of disasters faced in 2020 form an eyeopener on the necessity of precaution needed in food and
agriculture sector. The reports in [1], [2], [3], [4] suggest
the effect of COVID-19 worldwide pandemic on food and
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A smart farming technology that is based on blockchain
allows to provide agricultural data instantly to the farmers
on a single integrated platform. Blockchain allows to store
the data only after a thorough check on its integrity using
various cryptographic techniques and achieving a consensus
on data content, and does not allow any tampering of data
once stored. This persistence and auditability of stored data
give the confidence of using the correct data when needed later
and adds transparency, anonymity and traceability. Usage of
blockchain in agriculture can reduce uncertainty of the output
by increasing its predictability and increase the profit earned,
while also reducing resource wastage [18], [19], [20]. In the
agriculture backdrop, certain data belonging to the production
process may be private to a particular stakeholder while certain
other data must be made available to some or all stakeholders
to maintain transparency. Data such as the trading transaction
details between farmers and agricultural firms must be kept
private to the farmers and firms. Other data, such as the
chemicals used in preservation of produce, the amount and
quality of fertilizers used in growing the crops may be made
available to the buyers of end-product for deciding among
which of the available products to purchase. This implies that
some data needs to be encrypted while other data is kept
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unencrypted. Thus, a hybrid blockchain is considered to be
a relevant type of blockchain for the agricultural application.
Blockchain technology is being widely adopted in various
fields by the Government of India with the establishment
of “Centre of Excellence in Blockchain Technology” [21]
in order to create an ecosystem of blockchain solutions and
facilitate a coordinated sharing of resources. Coffee Board
of India relies on Ethereum based smart contracts for supply
chain tracing of their products to the farmers and favors the
farmers with better prices [22]. Tea Board of India has also
announced to follow blockchain technology for traceability of
their products in the supply chain [23]. State Government of
Maharashtra also plans to adopt blockchain technology in the
areas of agriculture marketing, vehicle registration, document
management systems and supply chain [24].
B. System Models
This section provides a brief discussion on the applied
network and threat models that are utilized in designing and
analyzing the proposed scheme.

maintained unencrypted to contribute to the hybrid blockchain.
The initial processed data in the form of partial blocks are then
sent to the blockchain cloud center consisting of a number of
cloud servers with smart contracts facility. The smart contracts
are first used by the cloud server(s) to validate the received
partial block. Once it is validated, the cloud server creates the
full block, executes a consensus algorithm with other cloud
servers, and then performs the addition of the full block into
the blockchain.
2) Threat Model: We follow the widely-accepted “DolevYao (DY) threat model” [25] along with the contemporary de
facto “Canetti and Krawczyk’s model (CK-adversary model)”
[26]. In the DY model, an adversary A can intercept the
transmitted messages among the involved entities, and also
can counterfeit malicious information by modifying or deleting
or injecting internal contents of messages that are already
in network. On the other side, A, being the CK-adversary,
is capable of compromising secret credentials, secret keys
and session states that are obtainable from insecure memory contents of the members through the session hijacking
attack. The source and destination entities (e.g., IoT smart
devices) cannot be trusted. Since an agriculture field cannot
be observed 24 × 7, A can potentially capture some IoT smart
devices from the field and extract any available credentials in
those devices’ memory by applying the sophisticated “power
analysis attacks” as explained in [27]. Further attacks such
as impersonation attacks can be launched using the extracted
credentials. In addition, it is assumed that the gateway nodes,
fog servers and cloud servers are semi-trusted entities, and the
gateway nodes and fog servers are put under locking system
as it was the case in [28], [29].

C. Research Contributions
The main research contributions are many-fold:

Fig. 1: Blockchain-envisioned smart farming architecture
1) Network Model: Blockchain-envisioned smart farming
architecture shown in Fig. 1 consists of multiple agricultural
fields, where each field may be divided into two or more farm
zones with IoT smart devices placed in each zone having the
capability to extract environment readings from its zone. Each
field is assigned to a gateway node that collects readings from
the smart devices of all its zones. The data from a smart
device may be relayed to the gateway node on a hop-by-hop
forwarding basis. The gateway node has the collected sensor
data (transactions) as well as other data (transactions) such as
the trading transaction details between farmers and agricultural
firms, the chemicals used in preservation of produce, the
amount and quality of fertilizers used in growing the crops,
economic gain of usable produce and quantity of unusable
produce. These transactions are then forwarded to edge server
by the gateway node for performing initial processing and
creation of partial blocks after deciding which of the transactions in received block should be encrypted and which can be

1) Smart contract-based blockchain-envisioned authenticated key agreement mechanism in a smart farming
environment. The device-to-device (D2D) authentication
phase and device-to-gateway (D2G) authentication phase
support mutual authentication and key agreement between two Internet of Things (IoT) enabled devices and
between an IoT device and the gateway node in the
network, respectively.
2) The formed blocks contain the encrypted/unencrypted
sensing data from the IoT smart devices as well as
other data (transactions) such as the trading transaction
details between farmers and agricultural firms, and the
chemicals used in preservation of produce, the amount
and quality of fertilizers used in growing the crops
may be made available to the buyers of end-product
for deciding among which of the available products
to purchase. Thus, a hybrid blockchain is used in the
proposed scheme. The voting-based “Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT)” [30] consensus algorithm has
been applied with the help of smart contracts to validate
and add the blocks into blockchain using a P2P cloud
server network.
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3) A detailed security analysis using formal, informal and
formal security verification with automated software validation tool, known as “Automated Validation of Internet
Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA)” [31] has
been carried out to show the robustness of the proposed
scheme against several potential attacks.
4) A testbed experiment has been done for measuring computational time needed for various cryptographic primitives under the “MIRACL Cryptographic SDK: Multiprecision Integer and Rational Arithmetic Cryptographic
Library” [32] under both a server and a Raspberry PI 3
settings. Next, a detailed comparative analysis shows the
proposed scheme provides superior security and more
functionality features, and requires low communication
costs and comparable computation costs as compared to
the existing competing authentication schemes.
5) A blockchain-based implementation has been also carried out for measuring computational time for a varied
number of blocks and also a varied number of transactions per block.
D. Paper Outline
The relevant related authentication schemes in smart farming and IoT environments are discussed in Section II. Various
phases related to the proposed scheme are described in Section
III. The formal, informal and formal security verification
for the proposed scheme are provided in Section IV. A
blockchain-based simulation for the proposed scheme has been
implemented in Section V. A detailed comparative analysis
among the proposed scheme and other relevant authentication
schemes has been provided in Section VI. Finally, the work
has been concluded in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we discuss the authentication schemes in
smart farming, precision agriculture and IoT related works.
Wu and Tsai [33] proposed a two-level authentication
scheme in smart agriculture based on bilinear pairings, symmetric encryption and blockchain technology using a trusted
authority (T A) with dark net mechanism. This scheme
supports anonymity and traceability, but is vulnerable to
ephemeral secret leakage and offline password guessing attacks. Ali et al. [34] proposed a three-factor authentication
scheme for smart agriculture based on fuzzy biometric extraction, smart card and password credentials before allowing a
user to access sensitive data related to the field. This scheme
supports user device revocation and dynamic node addition,
but is not resistant against user impersonation, stolen smart
card, ephemeral secret leakage (ESL), privileged insider and
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.
Sadukhan et al. [35] proposed an authentication scheme for
users and smart devices based on symmetric encryption and
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). However, it is vulnerable
to user impersonation, stolen smart card, ESL and privileged
insider attacks, and does not support anonymity, traceability
and dynamic node addition. Shuai et al. [36] proposed an authentication scheme based on Rabin’s public key cryptosystem

that does not resist user impersonation, stolen smart card, ESL,
privileged insider and offline guessing attacks.
Yang et al. [37] proposed an authentication scheme in which
a home gateway node contacts its associated local sensors to
exchange information using dynamic contacting mechanism
such that the period of communication between the gateway
and the sensors cannot be known to the attacker. Wazid et
al. [38] proposed a three-factor user authentication system
using bitwise exclusive-OR (XOR) operation, cryptographic
hash function and fuzzy extractor that supports dynamic node
addition, smart card revocation phase, password and biometric
updation. Moreover, other authentication and access control
schemes [39], [40], [41], [42] have been proposed to improve
the security.
Khalid et al.[43] proposed an authentication scheme using
blockchain for computing system applicable for smart city application that issues a certificate to devices that is verified using smart contracts in order to authenticate them. Their scheme
is resilient against substitution, spoof and sybil attacks. ALTurjman and David [44] proposed another privacy preserving
authentication scheme that can seamlessly inter-operate among
different devices in an IoT environment with resistance to
forgery, insider, DoS, eavesdropping, and masquerade attacks.
Furthermore, though it supports anonymity, traceability and
secret key update, but is still vulnerable to man-in-the-middle
attack.

III. T HE P ROPOSED B LOCKCHAIN -BASED
AUTHENTICATION S CHEME
To ensure that the data exchanged between the components
comes from the expected reliable source, an authentication
scheme is designed to be executed during the hop-by-hop
device data relay between any two IoT smart devices that
are forwarding the data, and another authentication scheme
is designed to be executed when a smart device forwards its
data to the associated gateway node. A gateway node uses the
public key of the edge server to encrypt the device data when
forwarding to an edge server. Similarly, an edge server uses
the public key of the cloud server to encrypt the device data
when forwarding it to a cloud server. The edge server between
the gateway and the cloud server is used to decide which of
the transactions in the received block should be encrypted and
which can be maintained unencrypted in order to generate the
hybrid blockchain.
For replay attack protection, both the random numbers
(secrets) and current timestamps generated by the respective
entities in the network are considered. Thus, we assume that
various entities (IoT smart devices and the gateway nodes) are
synchronized with their clocks, which is a typical assumption
applied in many recent authentication and access control
protocols in IoT deployment [29], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49],
[50], [51], [52]. We utilize the notations in the proposed smart
contract-based blockchain-envisioned authentication scheme
in smart farming environment (SCBAS-SF) provided in Table
I.
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TABLE I: Notations and their description
Notation
Eq (a, b)
G
x·G
P +Q
RA
GW N
SN
ES
CS
RT SX
T CS
IDX , T IDX ,
RIDX
mkRA
prX , P ubX
s 1 , g 2 , e 1 , c1
rS1 , rS2 , pS
qG
||
T SX
∗
⊕
∆T
H(·)

Significance
A non-singular elliptic curve of the form:
y 2 = x3 + ax + b (mod q)
A base point in Eq (a, b) of order nG as big as q
An elliptic curve point multiplication:
x · G = G + G + · · · + G (x times)
Elliptic curve point addition; P, Q ∈ Eq (a, b)
Registration Authority
Gateway node
IoT smart (sensor) device
Edge server
Cloud server
Registration timestamp issued by the RA to an entity X
SN ’s temporal credential
Entity X’s real, temporary
and pseudo identities, respectively
Master key of RA
Private and public keys of entity X, respectively
RA’s random secrets
SN ’s random secrets
GW N ’s random secrets
Concatenation operation
Current timestamp generated by an entity X
Modular multiplication in a finite field Zq
Exclusive-OR (XOR) operation
Maximum transmission delay related to a message
“Collision-resistant cryptographic one-way hash function”

A. System Initialization Phase
In this phase, a trusted registration authority (RA) selects
the system parameters using the following steps:
Step SIP1 : The RA selects a non-singular elliptic curve
Eq (a, b) : y 2 = x3 + ax+ b (mod q) over the Galois field
GF (q), with a “point at infinity (zero point)” O, constants
a, b ∈ Zq = {0, 1, 2, · · · , q − 1} such that 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0
(mod q) is satisfied. The RA picks a base point G ∈ Eq (a, b)
whose order nG is as large as q, that is, nG · G = G+G+ · · ·
+G (nG times) = O [53].
Step SIP2 : The RA picks a “collision-resistant one-way
cryptographic hash function”, say H(·) (for instance, SHA-256
hash algorithm may be used [54]) and the “Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT)” algorithm to be used in consensus
process in the blockchain cloud center.
Step SIP3 : Finally, the RA picks its own master key mkRA
in Zq∗ and publishes the domain parameters {Eq (a, b), G,
H(·)} as public.
B. Registration Phase
In this phase, we discuss various registration processes of
the entities involved in the network.
1) Registration of IoT Smart Devices: This phase is executed offline by the RA to register the IoT smart devices (SN )
in a particular zone in the agriculture field. The following
steps are essential to complete IoT smart devices registration
process:
Step SDRE1 : The RA picks a real identity IDS and
temporary identity T IDS , and a random secret s1 ∈ Zq∗ to
compute a pseudo-identity for SN as RIDS = H(IDS ||
s1 ||mkRA ).
Step SDRE2 : The RA picks a random private key prS ∈
Zq∗ , and computes the corresponding public key P ubS = prS
·G and a temporal credential for the SN as T CS = H(RIDS ||

prS || mkRA || RT SS ) where RT SS is the current timestamp
of registration of SN .
Step SDRE3 : The RA preloads SN with the credentials
{(RIDS , T IDS , T CS ), H(·), Eq (a, b), G, (prS , P ubS )}. In
addition, the RA publishes P ubS as SN ’s public key.
The summary of this phase is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Trusted Registration Authority (RA)
Pick IDS , T IDS , s1 ∈ Zq∗
Compute RIDS = H(IDS || s1 ||mkRA )
Pick prS ∈ Zq∗
Compute P ubS = prS ·G,
T CS = H(RIDS || prS || mkRA || RT SS ).
Preload SN with
{(RIDS , T IDS , T CS ),H(·),
Eq (a, b), G, (prS , P ubS )}

IoT Smart Device (SN )

Store {(RIDS , T IDS , T CS ),
H(·), Eq (a, b), G, (prS , P ubS )}
in its memory

Fig. 2: Summary of IoT smart device registration phase
2) Registration of Gateway Nodes, Fog Servers and Cloud
Servers: n this phase, the gateway nodes (GW N ), the edge
servers (ES), the cloud servers (CS) are registered by the
RA in offline mode. The association between the IoT smart
devices and the gateway node, the edge server and the gateway
nodes, the cloud server and the edge server nodes is decided
during the deployment. This allows the gateway node to collect
data from only its associated smart devices, the edge server
to receive data from only its associated gateway nodes and
the cloud server to receive data from only its associated edge
servers. This phase consists of the following steps:
Step SR1 : The RA picks the real identity for a gateway
node (GW N ), an edge server (ES) and a cloud server (CS)
as IDG , IDE and IDC , respectively, and their temporary
identities as T IDG , T IDE and T IDC , respectively. In addition, the RA picks random secrets g1 , e1 , c1 ∈ Zq∗ and
computes the pseudo-identities as RIDG = H(IDG || g1 ||
mkRA || RT SG ), RIDE = H(IDE || e1 || mkRA || RT SE )
and RIDC = H(IDC || c1 || mkRA || RT SC ), where RT SG ,
RT SE , and RT SC are the registration timestamps of GW N ,
ES and CS, respectively.
Step SR2 : The RA preloads the gateway node GW N with
the credentials {(RIDG , T IDG ), {(RIDS , T IDS , T CS )},
H(·), Eq (a, b), G}. After that GW N picks its own random
private key prG ∈ Zq∗ and computes the corresponding public
key P ubG = prG ·G. The GW N adds its private and public
key (prG , P ubG ) to its tamper-proof secure memory database
as {(RIDG , T IDG ), {(RIDS , T IDS , T CS )}, (prG , P ubG ),
H(·), Eq (a, b), G}. Furthermore, the GW N publishes P ubG
as its public key.
Step SR3 : The RA sends the credentials {(RIDE , T IDE ),
{(RIDG )}, H(·), Eq (a, b), G} to the edge server ES via
secure channel. ES picks its own random private key prE ∈
Zq∗ and computes the corresponding public key P ubE = prE
·G. ES adds its private and public key (prE , P ubE ) to its
tamper-proof secure memory database as {(RIDE , T IDE ),
{(RIDG )}, (prE , P ubE ), H(·), Eq (a, b), G}. In addition,
ES publishes P ubE as its public key.
Step SR4 : The RA sends the credentials {(RIDC , T IDC ),
{(RIDE )}, H(·), Eq (a, b), G} securely to the cloud server
CS. CS then picks its own random private key prC ∈ Zq∗
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Registration Authority (RA)
Pick IDG , T IDG , g1 , IDE , T IDE , e1 ,
IDC , T IDC , c1 ∈ Zq∗
Compute RIDG = H(IDG || g1 || mkRA || RT SG ),
RIDE = H(IDE || e1 || mkRA || RT SE ),
RIDC = H(IDC || c1 || mkRA || RT SC )
Preload the gateway node GW N with
{(RIDG , T IDG ), {(RIDS , T IDS ,
T CS )}, H(·), Eq (a, b), G}
Preload the edge server ES with
{(RIDE , T IDE ), {(RIDG )}, H(·), Eq (a, b), G}
Preload the cloud server CS with
{(RIDC , T IDC ), {(RIDE )}, H(·), Eq (a, b), G}

Gateway Node(GW N )

Pick prG ∈ Zq∗
Compute P ubG = prG ·G
Store the information {(RIDG , T IDG ),
{(RIDS , T IDS , T CS )}, (prG , P ubG ),
H(·), Eq (a, b), G}
in secure memory (database)

Edge Server (ES)

Cloud Server (CS)

Pick prE ∈ Zq∗
Compute P ubE = prE ·G
Store the information {(RIDE , T IDE ),
{(RIDG )}, (prE , P ubE ), H(·),
Eq (a, b), G} in secure memory (database)

Pick prC ∈ Zq∗
Compute P ubC = prC ·G
Store the information {(RIDC , T IDC ),
{(RIDE )}, (prC , P ubC ), H(·),
Eq (a, b), G} in secure memory (database)

Fig. 3: Summary of registration phase of GW N , ES and CS

and computes the corresponding public key P ubC = prC
·G. CS adds its private and public key (prC , P ubC ) to its
tamper-proof secure memory database as {(RIDC , T IDC ),
{(RIDE )}, (prC , P ubC ), H(·), Eq (a, b), G}. Finally, CS
publishes P ubC as its public key.
The registration phase related to GW N , ES and CS is
summarized in Fig. 3.
C. Authentication and Key Agreement Phase
In this phase, we discuss the device-to-device (D2D) and
device-to-gateway node (D2G) authentication phases.
1) Device-to-Device Authentication Phase: An IoT Smart
Device SN1 needs to send securely its sensing data to another
IoT Smart device SN2 . Since the two smart devices are registered by the RA, the information available in their memory
are used in the D2D authentication to mutually authenticate
each other and establish a session key between them using the
following steps:
Step D2D1 : SN1 as the initiator first picks a random
secret rS1 ∈ Zq∗ and current timestamp T SS1 to calculate
xSN1 = H(RIDS1 || T IDS1 || T CS1 || prS1 || T SS1 || rS1 ),
XS1 = xS1 ·G, the signature on rS1 as SigS1 = xS1 +
H(T IDS1 || P ubS1 || T SS1 ) * prS1 (mod q). SN1 sends the
authentication request message M sgD2D1 = {T IDS1 , XS1 ,
SigS1 , P ubS1 , T SS1 } to its neighbor IoT device SN2 via
open channel.
Step D2D2 : SN2 as the responder receives M sgD2D1 at
∗
∗
time T SS1
and checks the timestamp validity by |T SS1
−
T SS1 | ≤ ∆T . If it is valid, SN2 verifies the received signature
as SigS1 ·G = XS1 + H(T IDS1 || P ubS1 || T SS1 ) ·P ubS1 .
If the signature is valid, SN2 generates a random secret rS2
∈ Zq∗ , and current timestamp T SS2 for computing yS2 =
H(T IDS2 || RIDS2 || T CS2 || rS2 || prS2 || T SS2 ), YS2 = yS2
·G, the secret (session key) shared with SN1 as SKS2S1 =
yS2 · XS1 and the signature on the session key SKS2S1
as SigS2 = yS2 + H(T IDS2 || T IDS1 || P ubS2 || SKS2S1 ||
T SS2 )∗ prS2 (mod q). SN2 sends the authentication response message M sgD2D2 = {T IDS2 , YS2 , SigS2 , P ubS2 ,
T SS2 } to SN1 via open channel.
∗
Step D2D3 : If SN1 receives M sgD2D2 at time T SS2
, it val∗
idates the timestamp by the condition: |T SS2 − T SS2 | ≤ ∆T .
If it is valid, SN1 computes the secret (session key) shared
with SN2 as SKS1S2 = xS1 ·YS2 . SN1 validates the received

signature by SigS2 ·G = YS2 + H(T IDS2 || T IDS1 || P ubS2 ||
SKS1S2 || T SS2 ) ·P ubS2 . SN1 then creates a new timestamp
T SS3 , computes the session key verifier as SKVS1S2 =
H(SKS1S2 || T SS3 ), and sends the authentication acknowledgement message M sgD2D3 = {SKVS1S2 , T SS3 } to SN2
via public channel.
∗
. SN2
Step D2D4 : Let SN2 receive M sgD2D3 at time T SS3
∗
validates the timestamp T SS3 by |T SS3 − T SS3 | ≤ ∆T . If it
is valid, SN2 computes the session key verifier as SKVS2S1 =
H(SKS2S1 || T SS3 ). SN2 checks if SKVS2S1 = SKVS1S2 .
If it is valid, both SN1 and SN2 share the same secret key
SKS2S1 = SKS1S2 for their secret communication.
The summary of this scheme is shown in Fig. 4.
6

IoT Smart Device (SN1 )
Pick rS1 ∈ Zq∗ and timestamp T SS1
Compute xS1 = H(RIDS1 || T IDS1 || T CS1 ||
prS1 || T SS1 || rS1 )
XS1 = xS1 ·G
Calculate SigS1 = xS1 + H(T IDS1 || P ubS1 ||
T SS1 )∗ prS1 (mod q).
M sgD2D1 = �T IDS1 , XS1 , SigS1 , P ubS1 , T SS1 �
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
via public channel

∗
Check if |T SS2
− T SS2 | ≤ ΔT ?
If so, compute SKS1S2 = xS1 ·YS2
SigS2 ·G = YS2 + H(T IDS2 || T IDS1 ||

P ubS2 || SKS1S2 || T SS2 ) ·P ubS2
Generate T SS3
Compute SKVS1S2 = H(SKS1S2 || T SS3 )
M sgD2D3 = �SKVS1S2 , T SS3 �
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
via public channel

IoT Smart Device (SN2 )

∗
Check if |T SS1
− T SS1 | ≤ ΔT ? If so,
check if SigS1 ·G = XS1 + H(T IDS1 ||
P ubS1 || T SS1 ) ·P ubS1 ? If so,
generate rS2 ∈ Zq∗ , T SS2

Compute yS2 = H(T IDS2 || RIDS2 || T CS2 ||
rS2 || prS2 || T SS2 )
YS2 = yS2 ·G
Compute SKS2S1 = yS2 · XS1
Compute SigS2 = yS2 + H(T IDS2 || T IDS1 ||
P ubS2 || SKS2S1 || T SS2 ) * prS2 (mod q)
M sgD2D2 = �T IDS2 , YS2 , SigS2 , P ubS2 , T SS2 �
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
via public channel

∗
Check if |T SS3
− T SS3 | ≤ ΔT ?
If so, compute SKVS2S1 = H(SKS2S1 || T SS3 )
?

Store SKS1S2

Check SKVS2S1 = SKVS1S2
If so, store SKVS2S1
Both SN1 and SN2 share the same secret key SKS2S1 = SKS1S2
Fig. 2: Summary of D2D authentication phase

Fig. 4: Summary of D2D authentication phase
IoT Smart Device (SN )
Pick pS ∈ Zq∗ , timestamp T SS
Calculate AS = H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) ·G
xS = H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS )
⊕H(T CS || T IDS || RIDS || T SS )
SigS = H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) + H(xS || T IDS ||
AS || T SS || T CS ) * prS (mod q)
M sgD2G1 = �T IDS , AS , xS , SigS , T SS �
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
via public channel

Gateway Node (GW N )

Check if |T SS∗ − T SS | ≤ ΔT ? If so,
check if SigS ·G = AS + H(xS || T IDS || AS ||
T SS || T CS ) ·P ubS ? If so,
yS = H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS )
= xS ⊕ H(T CS || T IDS || RIDS || T SS )

|| Zi || SN DAT Ai )), where Zi is the zone id to which
SNi belongs to, T SG is the current timestamp and Sig(·) is
the ECDSA signature generation algorithm [45]. The GW N
then sends (T xi , SignT xi ) to its associated edge server ES
via public channel as this transaction is public. Similarly,
other transactions belonging to the production process need
to be private to a particular stakeholder while certain other
data must be made available to some or all stakeholders
to maintain transparency, and these transactions need to be
encrypted using the public key of the GW N before generating
signature ESignT xi on encrypted transactions EP ubG (T xi )
before sending them to the ES. Thus, ∗
some transactions are
S in a block.qAs a result, a hybrid
public and others are private
(consortium) blockchain has been considered.

2) Device-to-Gateway Authentication Phase: In this phase,
an IoT smart device SN and its associated gateway node
GW N mutually authenticate each other and establish a secret
session key among them with the help of the following steps:
Step D2G1 : SN picks a random secret p ∈ Z and current
timestamp T SS to calculate A
S =H(T IDS || pS || T SS )
Step BC : The ES veriﬁes each received transaction
, Sign
(T x ), ESign
(T x||
·G, xS = H(prS || pS || RIDing
T S) or) (E⊕H(T
C ||) byT validatID ||
S the
using theSpublic key P ub S
Sign Sor ESign
of the GW N . If the signature is valid, the ES marks
RIDFig.S3:||Summary
T SSof )D2Gand
the
signature
on
p
as
Sig
=
H(T
ID
||
S
S
the (unencrypted) transaction T x or encrypted transactionS
authentication phase
(T x ) as valid and proceeds for creating the parE
pS || T SS ) + H(xS || T IDS ||
A
|| nTnumber
SS ||of transactions.
T CS )The*ES pr
Susing
thenS
tial block
(mod q). It then sends the authentication request message
M sgD2G1 = hT IDS , AS , xS , SigS , T SS i to the GW N via
open channel.
∗
checks if |T SG
− T SG | ≤ ΔT ?
DKSG = H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) ·BG
zG = H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG )
= yG ⊕ H(T IDG || T CS || T SS || T SG || RIDS )
SKSG = H(DKSG || H(prS || pS ||

RIDS || T SS )|| zG )
SigG ·G = BG + H(T IDS || T IDG || T CS ||
yG || P ubG || T SG ) ·P ubG
T IDSnew = T IDS∗ ⊕ H(SKGS || T SG )
updates T IDS with T IDSnew in its memory
generates timestamp T SV
SKVSG = H(SKSG || T IDSnew || T SV )
M sgD2G3 = �SKVSG , T SV �
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
via open channel

generates qG ∈ Zq∗ ,timestamp T SG
BG = H(T IDG ||qG ||RIDS || T SG ) ·G
DKGS = H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) ·AS
yG = H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG ) ⊕
H(T IDG || T CS || T SS || T SG || RIDS )
SKGS = H(DKGS || yS ||
H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG ))
generates T IDSnew ∈ Zq∗
T IDS∗ = T IDSnew ⊕ H(SKGS || T SG )
SigG = H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) + H(T IDS ||
T IDG || T CS || yG || P ubG || T SG ) * prG (mod q)
M sgD2G2 = �T IDG , BG , yG , SigG , T ID∗ , T SG �
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−S−−−−−−
via public channel

checks if |T SV∗ − T SV | ≤ ΔT ?
SKVGS = H(SKGS || T IDSnew || T SV )

2

?

checks if SKVSG = SKVGS

GW N also updates T IDS
by T IDSnew in its secure database
Both SN and GW N share the same secret key SKSG = SKGS

i

T xi

P ubG

T xi

i

T xi

T xi

G

i

P ubG

i

t
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Step D2G2 : The GW N receives the request message
M sgD2G1 from SN at time T SS∗ and validates the timestamp
by |T SS∗ − T SS | ≤ ∆T . If it is valid, the received signature
is verified by SigS ·G = AS + H(xS || T IDS || AS || T SS ||
T CS ) ·P ubS . If the signature is valid, the GW N computes
yS = H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS ) = xS ⊕ H(T CS || T IDS ||
RIDS || T SS ). Furthermore, the GW N generates a random
secret qG ∈ Zq∗ and current timestamp T SG to calculate BG =
H(T IDG ||qG ||RIDS || T SG ) ·G, DKGS = H(T IDG || qG ||
RIDS || T SG ) ·AS , yG = H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS ||
T SG ) ⊕ H(T IDG || T CS || T SS || T SG || RIDS ), and the
session key shared with SN as SKGS = H(DKGS || yS ||
H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG )). GW N also generates a new temporary identity for SN as T IDSnew and encrypts
it as T IDS∗ = T IDSnew ⊕ H(SKGS || T SG ). It then creates a
signature on qG as SigG = H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) +
H(T IDS || T IDG || T CS || yG || P ubG || T SG ) * prG (mod q)
and sends the authentication response message M sgD2G2 =
hT IDG , BG , yG , SigG , T IDS∗ , T SG i to SN via open channel.
∗
, SN verifies
Step D2G3 : After receiving M sgD2G2 at T SG
∗
the timestamp T SG by |T SG
− T SG | ≤ ∆T . If it is deemed
to be valid, SN proceeds to calculate DKSG = H(T IDS ||
pS || T SS ) ·BG , zG = H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS ||
T SG ) = yG ⊕ H(T IDG || T CS || T SS || T SG || RIDS ),
and the session key shared with the GW N as SKSG =
H(DKSG || H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS )|| zG ). SN verifies
the received GW N ’s signature as SigG ·G = BG + H(T IDS ||
T IDG || T CS || yG || P ubG || T SG ) ·P ubG . If the signature is
valid, SN extracts T IDSnew = T IDS∗ ⊕ H(SKGS || T SG )
and updates T IDS with T IDSnew in its memory. It also
generates a current timestamp T SV to compute the session key
verifier as SKVSG = H(SKSG || T IDSnew || T SV ) and sends
an authentication acknowledgment message as M sgD2G3 =
hSKVSG , T SV i to the GW N via open channel.
Step D2G4 : Once the GW N receives the acknowledgment
message M sgD2G3 from SN at T SV∗ , it validates the timestamp as |T SV∗ − T SV | ≤ ∆T . If the condition is verified
as valid, the GW N computes the session key verifier as
SKVGS = H(SKGS || T IDSnew || T SV ) and checks if the
received SKVSG matches with the computed SKVGS . If it
is valid, the GW N updates T IDS by T IDSnew in its secure
database.
At the end of this phase, both SN and GW N share the
same session key SKGS = SKSG . Finally, the summary of
this phase is given in Fig. 5.
D. Dynamic Smart Node Addition Phase
This phase is executed in offline mode by the registration
authority (RA) when an existing IoT smart device needs to be
replaced due to its malfunction or suspicion of loss of security.
To execute this phase, a new IoT smart device, say SN new is
deployed in a particular zone of the agriculture field after the
following steps are performed:
Step DSN A1 : The RA picks a real identity IDSnew , temporary identity T IDSnew , and a random secret snew
∈ Zq∗ . It
1
new
then computes a pseudo-identity for SN
as RIDSnew =
new
new
H(IDS || s1 ||mkRA ). Moreover, the RA picks a random

IoT Smart Device (SN )
Pick pS ∈ Zq∗ , timestamp T SS
Calculate AS = H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) ·G
xS = H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS )
⊕H(T CS || T IDS || RIDS || T SS )
SigS = H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) + H(xS || T IDS ||
AS || T SS || T CS ) * prS (mod q)
M sgD2G1 = �T IDS , AS , xS , SigS , T SS �
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
via public channel

∗
checks if |T SG
− T SG | ≤ ΔT ?
DKSG = H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) ·BG
zG = H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG )
= yG ⊕ H(T IDG || T CS || T SS || T SG || RIDS )
SKSG = H(DKSG || H(prS || pS ||

RIDS || T SS )|| zG )
SigG ·G = BG + H(T IDS || T IDG || T CS ||
yG || P ubG || T SG ) ·P ubG
T IDSnew = T IDS∗ ⊕ H(SKGS || T SG )
updates T IDS with T IDSnew in its memory
generates timestamp T SV
SKVSG = H(SKSG || T IDSnew || T SV )
M sgD2G3 = �SKVSG , T SV �
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
via open channel

Gateway Node (GW N )

Check if |T SS∗ − T SS | ≤ ΔT ? If so,
check if SigS ·G = AS + H(xS || T IDS || AS ||
T SS || T CS ) ·P ubS ? If so,
yS = H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS )
= xS ⊕ H(T CS || T IDS || RIDS || T SS )

generates qG ∈ Zq∗ ,timestamp T SG
BG = H(T IDG ||qG ||RIDS || T SG ) ·G
DKGS = H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) ·AS
yG = H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG ) ⊕
H(T IDG || T CS || T SS || T SG || RIDS )
SKGS = H(DKGS || yS ||
H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG ))
generates T IDSnew ∈ Zq∗
T IDS∗ = T IDSnew ⊕ H(SKGS || T SG )
SigG = H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) + H(T IDS ||
T IDG || T CS || yG || P ubG || T SG ) * prG (mod q)
M sgD2G2 = �T IDG , BG , yG , SigG , T IDS∗ , T SG �
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
via public channel

checks if |T SV∗ − T SV | ≤ ΔT ?
SKVGS = H(SKGS || T IDSnew || T SV )
?

checks if SKVSG = SKVGS

GW N also updates T IDS
by T IDSnew in its secure database
Both SN and GW N share the same secret key SKSG = SKGS
Fig. 3: Summary of D2G authentication phase

Fig. 5: Summary of D2G authentication phase

action T xi = (IDG , T SG , Zi , SN DAT Ai ) using the private
key prG of the GW N as SignT xi = SigprG (H(IDG || T SG
The sensing data transferred to the GW N by the IoT smart || Z || SN DAT A )), where Z is the zone id to which
i
i
i
devices (sensor nodes) SN in the smart farm ﬁeld contains SN belongs to, T S is the current timestamp and Sig(·) is
i
G
critical information, such as weather condition, soil strength, the ECDSA signature generation algorithm [45]. The GW N
∗ (SCBAS- then sends (T xi , SignT xi ) to its associated edge server ES
watering status, safety etc. Innew
the proposed scheme
SF), the sensing data received
q is put into via public channel as this
S by the GW N
transaction is public. Similarly,
blockchain that helps innew
auditing the smart new
farm for optimal other transactions belonging to the production process need
production, sharing the data
S with farming syndicate
S groups for to be private to a particular stakeholder while certain other
researchnew
purposes and also fornew
doing postmortem analysis by new
new
data must be new
made available to some or all stakeholders
the insurance companies in case
RA
and these
transactions need to
Sbe
S
Sto maintain transparency,
S of any havoc.
1) Block Creation: Thenew
blocks are generated by a gateway encrypted using the public key of the GW N before generating
node (GW N ) using the following
steps:
signature ESignT xi on encrypted transactions EP ubG (T xi )
S
Step new
BC1 : On receiving the sensed data SN DAT Ai from before sending them to the ES. Thus, some transactions are
a smart node SNi , the GW N generates the “Elliptic Curve public and others are private in a block. As a result, a hybrid
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)” signature on a trans- (consortium) blockchain has been considered.
E. Blockchain Formation Phase

private key pr
∈ Z , and computes the corresponding public key P ub
= pr
·G and a temporal credential for the
)
|| mk || RT S
|| pr
= H(RID
SN
as T C
is the current timestamp of registration of
where RT S
SN
.
Step DSN A2 : The RA then preloads SN new with
{(RIDSnew , T IDSnew , T CSnew ), H(·), Eq (a, b), G, (prSnew ,
new
as SN new ’s
P ubnew
S )}. In addition, the RA publishes P ubS
public key.
E. Blockchain Formation Phase
In this phase, we consider the processes related to block
creation, smart contract-based block validation and votingbased consensus for block addition.
1) Block Creation: The blocks are generated by a gateway
node (GW N ) using the following steps:
Step BC1 : On receiving the sensed data SN DAT Ai from
a smart node SNi , the GW N generates the “Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)” signature on a transaction T xi = (IDG , T SG , Zi , SN DAT Ai ) using the private
key prG of the GW N as SignT xi = SigprG (H(IDG || T SG
|| Zi || SN DAT Ai )), where Zi is the zone id to which
SNi belongs to, T SG is the current timestamp and Sig(·) is
the ECDSA signature generation algorithm [55]. The GW N
then sends (T xi , SignT xi ) to its associated edge server ES
via public channel as this transaction is public. Similarly,
other transactions belonging to the production process need
to be private to a particular stakeholder while certain other
data must be made available to some or all stakeholders
to maintain transparency, and these transactions need to be
encrypted using the public key of the GW N before generating
signature ESignT xi on encrypted transactions EP ubG (T xi )
before sending them to the ES. Thus, some transactions are
public and others are private in a block. As a result, a hybrid
(consortium) blockchain has been considered.
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Step BC2 : The ES verifies each received transaction
(T xi , SignT xi ) or (EP ubG (T xi ), ESignT xi ) by validating the SignT xi or ESignT xi using the public key P ubG
of the GW N . If the signature is valid, the ES marks
the (unencrypted) transaction T xi or encrypted transaction
EP ubG (T xi ) as valid and proceeds for creating the partial block using nt number of transactions. The ES then
prepares a partial block P Blocki on the list of nt transactions, containing the block version “Block_V er”, block
creation timestamp “T SES ”, Merkle Tree root “M T RT X ”
based on the nt unencrypted/encrypted transactions, owner
of the block as an edge server (ES), public key of transactions verification (P ubG ), ECDSA signature SigP arBlock
on the list of nt transactions, and partial block header using the private key prE of the edge server ES. The ES
then sends the created partial block {Block_V er, M T RT X ,
T SES , ES, P ubG , P ubE , (EP ubG (T xi , ESignT xi ), · · · ,
(T xi , SignT xi )), SigP arBlock } to the cloud server CS via
public channel, where the signature SigP arBlock is generated
on the partial block header and transactions using the private
key prE of the ES.
Step BC3 : The cloud server CS then validates the signature
SigP arBlock using the public key P ubE of the ES that is
present in the partial block. If the validation succeeds, the
CS then adds the previous block hash (P rev_Block_Hash)
and computes the current block hash Cur_Block_Hash on
the entire block (partial block along with the partial block
signature SigP arBlock , and completes P Blocki into a full
block Blocki . Fig. 6 depicts the skeleton of a full block.
Block Header
Block Version (Block_V er)
Unique block version number
Previous Block Hash
Hash value of previous block
(P rev_Block_Hash)
Merkle Tree Root (M T RT X )
Merkle tree root on transactions
Timestamp (T SES )
Block creation time
Owner of Block
An edge server (ES)
Public key of transactions verification P ubG
Public key of block signer
P ubE
Block Payload (Encrypted Transactions)
Encrypted Transactions T x1
(EP ubG (T xi ), ESignT xi )
..
.
Unencrypted Transactions T x2
ECDSA signature on Partial Block
Current Block Hash
(Cur_Block_Hash)

(T xi , SignT xi )
SigP arBlock
Hash value of current block

Fig. 6: Structure of a full block Blocki in the blockchain
2) Smart Contract-Based Block Validation: The expression
“Code is Law” applies to smart contracts, where the technology enforces the rules and dictates what one can and
cannot do. Smart contract is an application or a piece of
code which gets executed on the blockchain automatically
in a deterministic way. In Ethereum, the smart contracts
are immutable so that once a smart contract is deployed, it
cannot be modified. Also, the smart contracts in Ethereum
are decentralized as there is no single entity which controls
the smart contract state or execution and all the nodes in
the Ethereum network store the same contract in the same

state. There are a few other general purpose smart contract
platforms besides Ethereum (viz., Cardano, Tron, Tezos and
Hyperledger Sawtooth). The proposed SCBAS-SF deploys a
smart contract using “IF. . .THEN” semantics which allows a
full block Blocki to be added by a cloud server in the P2P
cloud servers network. Algorithm 1 gives an overview of the
smart contract processing as part of the block validation.
Algorithm 1 Smart contract processing and consensus workflow of the blockchain
Input: Blocki : A full block having the structure as given in
Fig. 6 that is to be added to the blockchain, N : Total number
of P2P nodes (cloud servers) in the blockchain network
Output: Block commit status (Y ES/N O)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

Set M agic_N umber = 2 ∗ (N − 1)/3 + 1
CM Pi ← Φ (empty)
Broadcast Blocki to the replica nodes in the network to peers
for each replica cloud server node CSj do
/* Smart contract processing */
Set Consensus_V otej = N O
Compute Block_Hash = H(Blocki )
if (Block_Hash = Curr_Block_Hash) then
if (validation of SigP arBlock using P ubES is successful)
then
Generate Merkle tree root (M T RT0 X ) using the nt
transactions stored in the block payload
if (M T RT0 X = M T RT X ) then
Set Consensus_V otej = Y ES
end if
end if
end if
Add Consensus_V otej to CM Pi
end for
Set AppCount ← 0
for each vote V reply in CM Pi do
if (V is YES) then
Set AppCount = AppCount + 1
end if
end for
if (AppCount ≥ M agic_N umber) then
Add block Blocki into the blockchain
Broadcast block commit status as Y ES to the blockchain
network
end if

3) Voting-Based Consensus for Block Addition: The cloud
servers (CS) in the blockchain network of the proposed
SCBAS-SF employ voting based consensus algorithm to
achieve consensus on a given block. The “Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT)” has been applied in SCBAS-SF,
which is one of the classical voting based consensus protocols.
In PBFT, one node acts as a leader node and other nodes are
called replicas. The leader node is responsible for initiating
a proposal to add a block to the blockchain and the leader
role gets changed from node to node in a round-robin fashion. PBFT declares consensus whenever it receives positive
response from 32 of the nodes and allows at most 13 of the
nodes to be faulty or compromised in the system. Algorithm 1
provides detailed workflow of the consensus process including
the smart contract validation.
Finally, the overall process flow of the proposed SCBAS-SF
is depicted in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: Overall process flow of the proposed scheme

IV. S ECURITY A NALYSIS
This section proves that the proposed scheme (SCBASSF) for smart farming stands strongly secure against potential
attacks through the use of the widely recognized “Real-orRandom (ROR) model” [56] in formal security analysis, a
non-mathematical (informal) security analysis and also formal
security verification under the widely recognized “Automated
Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications
(AVISPA)” software validation tool [31].
A. Formal Security Using ROR Model
In the proposed SCBAS-SF, one session key is established
between two IoT smart devices during the D2D authentication
phase and another session key is also established between an
IoT smart device SN and the gateway node GW N during
the D2G authentication phase. In this section, we formulate
that the created session keys are secure under the ROR oracle
model [56]. The security of the session key has been proved
in Theorem 1 based on the definition of semantic security as
given in Definition 1. All the involved entities have access to a
“one-way cryptographic hash function” H(·) that is accounted
as a random oracle, say Hash. In addition, the queries shown
in Table II are available to an adversary A.
Two IoT smart devices entities SN1 and SN2 participate
in the D2D authentication phase to establish a session key
SKS1S2 =(SKS2S1 ) (see Section III-C1), and the entities
GW N and its associated IoT smart device (SN ) generate
a session key SKSG = (SKGS ) in the D2G authentication
1
1
2
phase (see Section III-C2). Let ΨlSN
, ΨlSN
and ΨlGW
N
1
2
th th
th
denote the l1 , l2 and l3 instances of SN1 , SN2 and GW N ,
respectively, which are know as “random oracles”.
SCBAS−SF
Definition 1 (Semantic security). Let AdvA
(tp )
denote the “advantage of an adversary A, running in polynomial time tp in breaking the semantic security of the

TABLE II: Queries and their purposes
Query
1
,
Execute(ΨcSN
1
c3
2
ΨcSN
,
Ψ
GW N )
2
CorruptSD(ΨcSNi )
Reveal(Ψc )
T est(Ψc )

Purpose
A eavesdrops on the communicated messages between SN1 , SN2 and GW N with this query
A can procure all the pre-stored secret credentials of
any compromised smart device SN with this query
A uses this query to procure the session key shared
between Ψc and its respective participant
A verifies if the session key between SN1 and SN2 ,
and also between SN and GW N are original or
random using this query

proposed SCBAS-SF in order to derive the session key
SKS1S2 = SKS2S1 between two IoT smart devices SN1
and SN2 in the D2D authentication phase and the session
key SKSG = (SKGS ) between a smart device SN and
its gateway node GW N in the D2G authentication phase
of the proposed SCBAS-SF in a particular session”. Then,
SCBAS−SF
AdvA
(tp ) = |2P r[b0 = b] − 1|, where b and b0 are
the “correct” and “guessed” bits, respectively.
Theorem 1. Assume that an adversary A executes in polynomial time tp and attempts to obtain the session key SKS1S2
(= SKS2S1 ) established between two smart devices SN1 and
SN2 during the D2D authentication phase, and the session
key SKSG (= SKGS ) established a smart device SN and
its gateway node GW N for a particular session during
the D2G authentication phase of the proposed SCBAS-SF. If
ECDDHP
qh , |Hash| and AdvA
(tp ) represent the “number of
Hash queries”, the “range space of a one-way collisionresistant hash function H(·)” and the “advantage in breaking the Elliptic Curve Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem
2
qh
SCBAS−SF
(ECDDHP)”, respectively, then AdvA
(tp ) ≤ |Hash|
ECDDHP
+2AdvA
(tp ).
Proof. The proof of this theorem is followed in a similar way
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that was done in [45], [46], [57]. In SCBAS-SF, a series of
three games are designed to be executed by the adversary A,
A
say GameA
l , (l = 0, 1, 2), where SuccessGamel is an event
such that A can guess a random bit b in GameA
l correctly.
Thus, the advantage of A is the success probability to win
SCBAS−SF
GameA
= P r[SuccessA
Gamel ]. The
l given as AdvA,Gamel
games played by the adversary A against the proposed scheme
SCBAS − SF are as follows:
GameA
0 : In this game, A launches an actual attack against
SCBAS-SF by picking a random bit b before the start of
the game GameA
0 . By the “semantic security as defined in
Definition 1”, it follows that
SCBAS−SF
SCBAS−SF
AdvA
(tp ) = |2AdvA,Game
− 1|.
0

(1)

GameA
1 : In this game, A launches an eavesdropping attack
by running the Execute query followed by the T est query.
The outcome of the T est query helps A to decide whether
the values extracted from the Reveal query are the original
session keys or some random keys. With the Execute query, A
intercepts the messages M sgD2D1 , M sgD2D2 and M sgD2D3
during D2D authentication phase and M sgD2G1 , M sgD2G2
and M sgD2G3 during D2G authentication phase. The session
key between two smart devices SN1 and SN2 is SKS1S2
= xS1 ·YS2 = SKS2S1 = yS2 · XS1 where YS2 = yS2
·G and yS2 = H(T IDS2 || RIDS2 || T CS2 || rS2 || prS2 ||
T SS2 ), XS1 = xS1 ·G and xS1 = H(RIDS1 || T IDS1 ||
T CS1 || prS1 || T SS1 || rS1 ). This session key depends on
both the temporal (short-term) secrets (rS1 , rS2 ) and longterm secrets (RIDS1 , RIDS2 , T CS1 , T CS2 , prS1 , prS2 ).
Moreover, the session key SKGS = H(DKGS || yS || H(prG ||
T IDG || RIDG || T CS || T SG )) where DKGS = H(T IDG ||
qG || RIDS || T SG ) ·AS also depends on temporal (shortterm) secrets (pS , qG , xS , yG ) and long-term secrets (RIDS ,
RIDG , T CS , prS , prG ). To add to the security, “collisionresistant one-way hash function h(·)” is used to protect the secret parameters. This suggests that the success probability of A
cannot be increased by simple capturing of messages to reveal
the session keys SKS1S2 (= SKS2S1 ) and SKSG (= SKGS ).
A
Therefore, GameA
0 and Game1 are indistinguishable under
the eavesdropping attack. Thus, it follows that
SCBAS−SF
SCBAS−SF
AdvA,Game
= AdvA,Game
.
1
0

(2)

GameA
2 : Under this game, A launches an active attack
by simulating Hash queries and execution of computational
ECDDHP problem. In the D2D authentication phase, the
session key is derived as SKS2S1 = yS2 · XS1 by SN1 and
SKS1S2 = xS1 ·YS2 by SN2 . A can obtain XS1 and YS2
from M sgD2D1 and M sgD2D2 in transit. For A to derive
the session key from known XS1 and YS2 , it needs to first
solve the computational ECDDHP to compute the private xS1
and yS2 which are based on the secrets (rS1 , rS2 ) unknown
to A. Then, it needs to simulate Hash queries to compute
xS1 and yS2 since the private xS1 and yS2 are also protected
by the “collision-resistant one-way hash function H(·)”. In
the D2G authentication phase, the session key is derived by
SN as SKSG = H(DKSG || H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS )||
ZG ) = SKGS . This session key consists of three parts: a)

the Diffie-Hellman type key DKGS = (DKSG ), b) private
credentials of SN as H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS ) and c)
private credentials of GW N as H(prG || T IDG || RIDG ||
T CS || T SG ). A can obtain the following from the messages
in transit: AS and BG needed in DKGS and DKSG , xS that
hides H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS ) to be extracted as yS by
the GW N , yG that hides H(prG || T IDG || RIDG || T CS ||
T SG ) to be extracted as zG by SN . A needs to execute the
Hash queries to obtain yS , zG , AS = H(T IDS || pS || T SS )
·G and BG = H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) ·G which are
based on the secrets pS and qG unknown to A and protected
by the “collision-resistant H(·)”. Then, it needs to solve the
computational ECDDHP to extract H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) and
H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) from known AS , BG and
G. Thus, it can be understood that the session keys, during
both the D2D and D2G authentication phases, can only be
derived if A can solve both Hash queries and ECDDHP.
A
The games GameA
1 and Game2 become indistinguishable if
the Hash queries simulation and the computational ECDDHP
are excluded in game GameA
2 . The advantage of solving
ECDDHP and the birthday paradox for finding the hash
collision produce the following relationship:
qh2
+
2|Hash|
ECDDHP
AdvA
(tp )

SCBAS−SF
SCBAS−SF
|AdvA,Game
− AdvA,Game
|≤
1
2

(3)

A has executed all the queries earlier except guessing a bit
SCBAS−SF
to win the game GameA
= 12 .
2 , leading to AdvA,Game2
Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), and the use of triangular inequality
SCBAS−SF
(tp ) =
produce the following derivation: 21 .AdvA
SCBAS−SF
SCBAS−SF
SCBAS−SF
1
|AdvA,Game0
− 2 | = |AdvA,Game1 − AdvA,Game
|
2
2
qh
2|Hash| +

ECDDHP
AdvA
(tp ).
Finally, if we multiply both sides by “a factor of 2”, we
arrive to the final result: 2
qh
SCBAS−SF
ECDDHP
(tp ).
AdvA
(tp ) ≤ |Hash|
+2AdvA

≤

B. Informal Security Analysis
Through the non-mathematical security analysis, we show
that the proposed scheme (SCBAS-SF) resists several known
attacks.
1) Ephemeral Secret Leakage (ESL) Attack: During the
D2D authentication phase, an IoT smart device SN1 computes
the shared session key with its neighbor IoT smart device
SN2 as SKS1S2 = xS1 ·YS2 where YS2 = yS2 ·G and
yS2 = H(T IDS2 || RIDS2 || T CS2 || rS2 || prS2 || T SS2 ).
SN2 also computes the shared session key shared with SN1
as SKS2S1 = yS2 · XS1 = SKS1S2 where XS1 = xS1
·G and xS1 = H(RIDS1 || T IDS1 || T CS1 || prS1 || T SS1 ||
rS1 ). The computed session key depends on both the temporal
(short-term) secrets (rS1 , rS2 ) and long-term secrets (RIDS1 ,
RIDS2 , T CS1 , T CS2 , prS1 , prS2 ).
During the D2G authentication phase, the gateway GW N
computes the shared session key with the accessed IoT smart
device SN as SKGS = H(DKGS || yS || H(prG || T IDG ||
RIDG || T CS || T SS )) where DKGS = H(T IDG || qG ||
RIDS || T SG ) ·AS . On the other side, SN also computes
that shared session key with GW N as SKSG = H(DKSG ||
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H(prS || pS || RIDS || T SS )|| ZG ) = SKGS where DKSG =
H(T IDS || pS || T SS ) ·BG . The computed session key also
depends on both the temporal (short-term) secrets (pS , qG ,
xS , yG ) and long-term secrets (RIDS , RIDG , T CS , prS ,
prG ).
We now consider the following two cases:
•

•

Case 1. In D2D authentication phase, if only the temporal
(short-term) secrets (rS1 , rS2 ) and long-term secrets
(RIDS1 , RIDS2 , T CS1 , T CS2 , prS1 , prS2 ). Similarly,
in D2G authentication phase, if (pS , qG , xS , yG ) are
compromised, the session key SKGS (= SKSG ) cannot
be compromised without possessing the long-term secrets
(RIDS , RIDG , T CS , prS , prG ).
Case 2. If only the long-term secrets (RIDS1 , RIDS2 ,
T CS1 , T CS2 , prS1 , prS2 ) in D2D authentication phase
and (RIDS , RIDG , T CS , prS , prG ) in D2G authentication phase are compromised, the session keys SKS1S2
(= SKS2S1 ) and SKSG (= SKGS ) cannot be derived
without possessing the short-term secrets (rS1 , rS2 ) and
(pS , qG , xS , yG ).

Thus, the session is compromised when both the short and
long-term secrets are compromised by an adversary. Based
on the CK-adversary model, the proposed SCBAS-SF is then
resilient against ESL attack.
2) Privileged Insider Attack: The registration of the IoT
smart devices, the gateway nodes, the edge servers and the
cloud servers is performed by the registration authority (RA)
by preloading secret credentials into the entities and does not
require passing of any secret credentials via public channel.
Thus, a privileged insider will not possess any secret credentials to attack the system, and hence, the proposed SCBAS-SF
is resilient against “privileged insider attack”.
3) Replay Attack: Assume that an adversary, say A intercepts the messages M sgD2D1 , M sgD2D2 and M sgD2D3
during D2D authentication phase, and M sgD2G1 , M sgD2G2
and M sgD2G3 during D2G authentication phase of the proposed SCBAS-SF. It can be observed that every message
includes either timestamps or random secrets or both. Every
receiver will validate these values before any processing. If
the timestamps are not validated, the receiver will discard
the received message without any processing. This prevents
A from replaying previous messages, and thus, SCBAS-SF is
resilient against replay attacks.
4) Man-in-the-Middle Attack: Assume that an adversary
A intercepts the messages M sgD2D1 , M sgD2D2 , M sgD2D3
in D2D authentication phase and M sgD2G1 , M sgD2G2 ,
M sgD2G3 in D2G authentication phase, and tries to forward
them to the intended recipients after tampering the message
contents. In D2D authentication phase, SignS1 uses xS1 that
is based on the secret credential rS1 private to SN1 , and
hence, it cannot be tampered with. Similarly, SignS2 uses
yS2 that is based on the secret credential rS2 private to SN2 .
In D2G authentication phase, SigS uses the secret pS and
SigG uses the secret qG . If the signatures are tampered, it
can be immediately identified at the receiver by verifying the
signature. Thus, the proposed SCBAS-SF is resilient against
“man-in-the-middle attack”.

5) Impersonation Attacks: Suppose an adversary A intercepts the messages M sgD2D1 , M sgD2D2 and M sgD2D3 during D2D authentication phase and M sgD2G1 , M sgD2G2 and
M sgD2G3 during D2G authentication phase of the proposed
scheme. We consider the following two cases:
Gateway node impersonation attack: In this attack, during
the D2G authentication phase, assume that A tries to deceive
the smart device SN by impersonating the gateway node
a
a
a
GW N and fabricating a message M sgD2G
= hT IDG
, BG
,
2
a
a
a∗
a
yG , SigG , T IDS , T SG i. The adversary A needs to compute
BG = H(T IDG || qG || RIDS || T SG ) · G which requires
a
a
to generate timestamp T SG
and random secret qG
∈ Zq∗ to
a
compute yG
and also other long-term secrets RIDG , RIDS
and T CS . Hence, the proposed scheme is resilient against
gateway node impersonation attacks.
IoT smart device impersonation attack: To impersonate the
smart device SN in the D2G authentication phase, the advera
sary A needs to fabricate the valid messages, say M sgD2D
=
1
a
a
a
a
a
hT IDS1
, XS1
, SigS1
, P ubaS1 , T SS1
i and M sgD2D
=
2
a
a
a
a
i. A generates timestamps
, P ubaS2 , T SS2
, SigS2
, YS2
hT IDS2
a
a
a
a
. However,
and rS2
, and random secrets rS1
and T SS2
T SS1
A does not have access to the secret credentials RIDS1 ,
T CS1 ,RIDS2 and T CS2 . Hence, A cannot send fabricated
messages on behalf of SN1 or SN2 . In a similar way, A
a
on behalf
can not send the fabricated message M sgD2G
1
of the GW N . Since the secrets are unknown to A, IoT
smart device impersonation attack is protected against in the
proposed SCBAS-SF.
6) Physical Smart Device Capture Attacks: If an adversary
A physically seizes an IoT smart device SN due to unguarded
environment of IoT-enabled intelligent precision agriculture
as discussed in the threat model in Section I-B2, he/she can
extract all its credentials using the “power analysis attacks”
[58]. This risks exposure of the information {(RIDS , T IDS ,
T CS ), H(·), Eq (a, b), G, (prS , P ubS )} stored in SN along
with its sensed data. Even if the extracted credentials are
leaked, these cannot hamper the security of communication
with other non-compromised smart devices SN and gateway
node GW N as credentials are unique to the compromised device along with the session keys established. In a similar way,
other non-compromised smart devices can also communicate
securely among themselves even if the credentials from SN ’s
memory are known to the adversary A. Hence, SCBAS-SF is
secure against “physical smart device capture attack”.
7) Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attacks: The usage of current
timestamps in every exchanged message ensures that multiple
messages from an adversary are easily detected by checking
the timestamp at the receiver end (as discussed in Section
IV-B3), and the messages are not processed further. Therefore,
the resources used by the entities cannot be consumed by
the adversary as the computation is based on lightweight
cryptographic operations, such as hash and ECC point addition/multiplication computations. As a result, SCBAS-SF is
resilient against DoS attacks.
8) Anonymity and Untraceability: The messages communicated between two IoT smart devices SN1 and SN2 , and
between the gateway node GW N and its IoT smart device SN
during D2D and D2G authentication phases are M sgD2D1 ,
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M sgD2D2 and M sgD2D3 , and M sgD2G1 , M sgD2G2 and
M sgD2G3 , respectively. All the messages use only temporal
identities and not the real/pseudo-identities of SN and GW N .
In addition, the messages are all distinct due to unique and
random components. Thus, it is not possible for an adversary
to identify or trace the entities involved in communication over
successive sessions. Therefore, both anonymity and untraceability properties are preserved in SCBAS-SF.
C. Formal Security Verification Using AVISPA Tool
AVISPA [31] is a simulation tool that allows to simulate the
security protocols using “High Level Protocol Specification
Language (HLPSL)” and determine whether a security protocol is “safe”, “unsafe” or “inconclusive”. The tool consists
of four backends: a) “On The Fly Model Checker (OFMC)”,
b) “Constraint Logic based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe)”, c)
“SAT-based Model Checker (SATMC)”, and d) “Tree Automate based on Automatic Approximations for the Analysis of
Security Protocols (TA4SP)”. HLPSL code uses temporal logic
consisting of basic roles with transitions among their states
apart from two mandatory roles for session and environment.
Since AVISPA implements the DY threat model [25], it is
able to detect “replay” and “man-in-the-middle” attacks during
communication by a passive/active adversary.
In the proposed scheme (SCBAS-SF), the registration and
D2D authentication phases are implemented with the three
basic roles for the registration authority (RA), and two IoT
smart devices SN1 and SN2 , and also the registration and
D2G authentication phase are implemented using the basic
roles for the registration authority (RA), an IoT smart device
(SN ) and a gateway node (GW N ) along with the two
mandatory roles for the session and environment. After that
we have simulated the proposed scheme for D2D and D2G
authentication phases using the broadly-accepted “SPAN, the
Security Protocol ANimator for AVISPA” tool [59]. It is worth
noticing that SCBAS-SF makes utilization of the bitwise XOR
operation. Currently, out of four backends, two backends:
SATMC and TA4SP, do not support bitwise XOR operation.
Due to this reason, the simulation results under the SATMC
and TA4SP backends will come as “inconclusive” and we have
omitted such simulation results in this paper. Under OFMC
and CL-AtSe backends, the simulation results results of the
D2D authentication phase are shown in Fig. 8, whereas the
simulation results for the D2G authentication phase are also
shown in Fig. 9. The simulation results clearly demonstrate
that SCBAS-SF is secure against both “replay” and “man-inthe-middle” attacks under both the cases.
V. B LOCKCHAIN -BASED I MPLEMENTATION
We have simulated the proposed SCBAS-SF on the Hyperledger Sawtooth [60] blockchain platform using the “Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)” consensus algorithm [30].
Hyperledger Sawtooth offers a flexible and modular architecture which separates the core system from the application
domain, and smart contracts can specify the business rules for
applications without needing to know the underlying design
of the core system. The nodes participating in the consensus

Fig. 8: AVISPA simulation results for D2D authentication

Fig. 9: AVISPA simulation results for D2G authentication

process of a Sawtooth chain are called “validator” nodes.
The Sawtooth framework facilitates to model smart contract
as a state machine, often called as “transaction processor”.
A transaction processor is a pluggable module that gets
registered with the validator node in a Sawtooth chain. After
passing through the distributed log, transactions are routed to
the appropriate transaction processor by each validator node.
Sawtooth platform is agnostic to the transaction processing
language and supports various high level programming languages, such as Java and Python.
In the proposed SCBAS-SF, we have considered that
the Block_V er, T SES , M T RT X , P ubE , P ubG , SignT X ,
ESignT X , Cur_Hash_Block, P rev_Block_Hash and
ECDSA signature are of sizes 32, 32, 256, 320, 320, 320,
320, 256, 256 and 320 bits, respectively, where the hash
output is taken as 256 bits by utilizing the SHA-256 hashing
algorithm. Also, the values (IDG , T SG , Zi , SN DAT Ai )
which are stored in a transaction are of 160, 32, 32 and
1024 bits, respectively. For simplicity, it is assumed that there
are nt /2 transactions are encrypted and the remaining nt /2
transactions are unencrypted. Thus, a full block Blocki shown
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A. Computation Costs Analysis
The testbed experiments of various cryptographic primitives are performed using the widely-accepted “Multiprecision Integer and Rational Arithmetic Cryptographic Library
(MIRACL)” [32] for measuring the average time needed for
executing different cryptographic primitives. MIRACL is a
cryptographic library that contains an “open source SDK for
Elliptic Curve Cryptography” and it is written in “C/C++
programming language”
TABLE III: Average execution time (in milliseconds)
Primitive

Fig. 10: Blockchain simulation results for Case I

in Fig. 6 requires 1952 +1264nt bits, where an encrypted
transaction T xi = (IDG , T SG , Zi , SN DAT Ai ) needs 1264
bits assuming the sensing data SN DAT Ai is of 1024 bits.
In our simulation, each validator node in the Sawtooth network has the configuration “Ubuntu 18.04, Intel(R) Core(TM)
i9-9880H CPU @ 2.30 GHz, 2GB RAM”. We have then
evaluated the performance of the SCBAS-SF in the following
two scenarios.
Case I: The simulation is performed with a varied number
of blocks with a fixed number of transactions (60) per block.
Fig. 10 shows the computational time in milliseconds, versus
the number of blocks mined.
Case II: The simulation is performed with a fixed number
of blocks (30) with a varied number of transactions per block.
Fig. 11 shows the computational time in milliseconds, versus
the number of transaction per mined block.
In both the cases, it is worth to observe that the computational time linearly increases when the number of blocks and
the number of transactions per block are increased.

Fig. 11: Blockchain simulation results for Case II

VI. C OMPARATIVE S TUDY
A detailed comparative analysis among the proposed
scheme (SCBAS-SF) and other existing competing authentication schemes, such as the schemes of Ali et al. [34], Wu
and Tsai [33], Sadhukhan et al. [35] and Shuai et al. [36], is
provided in this section.

Th
Texp
Tecm
Teca
Tenc
Tdec
Tbp

Average time on
Raspberry PI 3 (ms)
0.309
0.228
2.288
0.016
0.018
0.014
32.084

Average time on
server (ms)
0.055
0.072
0.674
0.002
0.001
0.001
4.603

The notations Tbp , Texp , Tecm , Teca , Tenc /Tdec and Th
are used to denote the execution time needed for a “bilinear
pairing ”, a “modular exponentiation”, an “elliptic curve point
(scalar) multiplication”, an “elliptic curve point addition”, a
“symmetric key encryption/decryption using the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES-128) encryption [61]”, and a “oneway hash function using the SHA-256 hashing algorithm
[54]”, respectively. It is worth noticing that the “elliptic curve
point addition and multiplication” are executed on a nonsingular elliptic curve Eq (a, b).
In the following, we consider two situations for experiments
using the MIRACL:
Scenario 1. Under this scenario, we consider the platform
under a server having the setting: “Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS, with
TM
memory: 7.7 GiB, processor: Intel R Core
i7-8565U CPU
@ 1.80GHz × 8, OS type: 64-bit and disk: 966.1 GB”. The
maximum, minimum and average run-time (in milliseconds)
were calculated for each cryptographic primitive from the
experiments for 100 runs. After that, we tabulate the experimental results of various cryptographic primitives in Table
III.
Scenario 2. Under this scenario, we consider the platform
for an IoT smart device or a user mobile device using the
setting: “Raspberry PI 3 B+ Rev 1.3, with CPU: 64-bit,
Processor: 1.4 GHz Quad-core, 4 cores, Memory (RAM):
1GB, and OS: Ubuntu 20.04 LTS, 64-bit” [62]. We also
executed each experiment for each cryptographic primitive
for 100 runs and then calculated the maximum, minimum
and average run-time (in milliseconds) for each cryptographic
primitive from these 100 runs. The experimental results in
this scenario for various cryptographic primitives are shown
in Table III.
We use the testbed experiments with the average time on
a server and a Raspberry PI 3 for cryptographic primitives
as reported in Table III for computational costs calculation
for a gateway node (server) and the resource constrained
device, such as IoT smart device/sensor node, respectively.
In the proposed SCBAS-SF, an IoT smart device (sensor
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TABLE IV: Comparison of computational costs
Schemes
Ali et al. [34]
Wu and Tsai [33]
Sadhukhan et al. [35]
Shuai et al. [36]
SCBAS-SF (D2D phase)
SCBAS-SF (D2G phase)

Sensor node
11Th + Tf e + Tenc +
2Tdec ≈ 5.733 ms
2Tbp + 2Texp +
2Tenc/dec + 1Th ≈
64.965 ms
4Th + 2Tenc + 2Tdec +
2Tecm ≈ 5.876 ms
13Th + 3Texp ≈ 4.701
ms
8Th + 8Tecm ≈ 20.712
ms
9Th + 4Tecm ≈ 11.933
ms

Gateway node
8Th + 5Tenc /Tdec ≈
0.445 ms
2Tbp + 2Texp +
2Tenc/dec + 1Th ≈
9.407 ms
2Th + 2Tdec + 2Tenc
≈ 0.114 ms
7Th + Texp ≈ 0.457
ms
NA
9Th + 4Tecm ≈ 3.191
ms

NA: Not Applicable

node) SN needs 8Th + 8Tecm ≈ 20.712 ms in the D2D
authentication phase and 9Th + 4Tecm ≈ 11.901 ms in the
D2G authentication phase. The gateway node GW N takes
9Th + 4Tecm ≈ 3.191 ms only for in the D2G authentication
phase. Table IV compares the computation costs required in
different schemes. The proposed SCBAS-SF has comparable
computation costs in both the phases as compared to other
authentication schemes.
TABLE V: Comparison of communication overheads
Schemes
Ali et al. [34]
Wu and Tsai [33]
Sadhukhan et al. [35]
Shuai et al. [36]
SCBAS-SF (D2D phase)
SCBAS-SF (D2G phase)

Total messages
5
10
4
4
3
3

Total cost (in bits)
5504
1344 + 256n
5248
7616
2272
2304

n: no. of agricultural equipment (sensor devices) in Wu and Tsai’s scheme

B. Communication Costs Analysis
For the comparative analysis on communication costs
among the proposed SCBAS-SF and other existing competing
schemes, we consider the login and authentication phase.
The identities and random secrets are taken to be 160 bits
each. The length of output of hash function, the ciphertext
block of “symmetric key encryption/decryption using AES128 encryption [61]” are taken as 256 bits and 128 bits. A
point P = (xP , yP ) on the elliptic curve Eq (a, b) is taken
as (160 + 160) = 320 bits, with the coordinates xP and
yP considered as 160 bits each, assuming that 160-bit ECC
provides the same security level as that for 1024-bit RSA
public key cryptosystem [63]. Moreover, the timestamp is
taken as 32 bits.
In the proposed SCBAS-SF, during the D2D authentication
phase, the messages M sgD2D1 , M sgD2D2 and M sgD2D3
require 992, 992 and 288 bits, respectively, which overall
require 2272 bits. During the D2G authentication phase,
M sgD2G1 , M sgD2G2 and M sgD2G3 take 928, 1088, 288
bits, respectively, with a total of 2304 bits. Table V compares
the communication costs in terms of number of exchanged
messages and number of bits required. The existing schemes
of Ali et al. [34], Wu and Tsai [33], Sadhukhan et al. [35]
and Shuai et al. [36] require the communication costs of 5504

TABLE VI: Comparison of security and functionality features
Features
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16

Ali
et al. [34]
×
×
X
X
×
X
×
×
×
×
X
X
X
X
×
X

Wu and Tsai
[33]
X
X
NA
×
NA
NA
NA
NA
×
X
X
X
X
X
X
×

Sadhukhan
et al. [35]
×
×
×
×
×
X
×
×
×
×
X
X
X
X
×
X

Shuai
et al. [36]
X
X
×
X
N/A
X
×
×
×
×
X
X
X
X
X
×

SCBAS-SF
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Note: F1 : “anonymity”; F2 : “untraceability”; F3 : “user device revocation”; F4 : “dynamic node addition”; F5 : “user biometric change”;
F6 : “user password change”; F7 : “user impersonation attack”; F8 :
“stolen smart card/mobile device attack”; F9 : “ephemeral secret
leakage (ESL) attack”; F10 : “privileged insider attack”; F11 : “replay
attack”; F12 : “man-in-the-middle attack”; F13 : “mutual authentication”; F14 : “unauthorized login detection”; F15 : “Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attack”; F16 : “offline guessing attacks”
N/A: “not applicable in a scheme”; X: “a feature is supported in
a scheme or resistant against the specified attack”; ×: “a feature is
not supported in a scheme or it is not resilient against the specified
attack”

bits, 1344 + 256n bits, 5248 bits and 7616 bits, respectively.
It is noticed that the proposed SCBAS-SF requires low communication cost as compared to those for other schemes.

C. Security and Functionality Features Analysis
Table VI shows the comparative analysis on various “security and functionality features” (F1 –F16 ) of the proposed
SCBAS-SF with the schemes of Ali et al. [34], Wu and Tsai
[33], Sadhukhan et al. [35] and Shuai et al. [36]. It shows that
SCBAS-SF provides superior security and more functionality
features as compared to all compared authentication schemes.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new authentication using smart
contracts for a smart farming architecture that uses hybrid
blockchain in conjunction with edge computing. The proposed
scheme (SCBAS-SF) supports security features of anonymity
and traceability. SCBAS-SF is shown to be provably secure
using the widely recognized ROR model. Furthermore, it is
shown to be resilient against a number of potential attacks
using informal security analysis. In addition, SCBAS-SF is
also formally verified against replay and man-in-the-middle
attacks using the automated validation tool, AVISPA. The practical implementation of the proposed SCBAS-SF are shown on
the Sawtooth Hyperledger platform and also on the MIRACLbased Raspberry PI 3 testbed. A thorough comparative analysis
shows the proposed SCBAS-SF has superior security with
comparable computation cost and low communication cost as
compared to other existing competing authentication schemes.
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